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(57) Abstract: A pair of adjacent characters in a plain ASCII data stream is examined for a condition that the pair contains a conson -
ant followed by one of a set of characters, or a vowel followed by one of the set of characters. The set of characters is selected only
from vowels and the space character. If the condition is satisfied, the pair is encoded as a corresponding extended ASCII code. If the
condition is not satisfied, the first character of the pair is emitted as a corresponding plain ASCII code, and a next pair is formed
with the second character of the (previous) pair as the first character and a next character of the plain ASCII stream as the second
character. The next pair as well as further pairs are examined for the condition and correspondingly processed. Compression of the
plain ASCII data stream is thereby achieved.



ENCODING OF PLAIN ASCII DATA STREAMS

Related Applications

[001] This application claims the benefit of and hereby incorporates by reference U.S.

Non Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 14309901, filed June 20, 2014, with an attorney

docket number ORCL-207-US.

Background of the Disclosure

[002] Technical Field

[003] The present disclosure relates generally to data encoding, and more specifically to

encoding of plain ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) data streams.

[004] Related Art

[005] ASCII is a well known coding standard for representing various characters that commonly

occur in written languages such as English. Plain ASCII uses 7-bit encoding to represent 128

specified characters - the numbers 0-9, the letters a-z and A-Z, some basic punctuation symbols,

some control codes that originated with Teletype machines, and a blank space.

[006] Plain ASCII is distinguished from extended ASCII, where the eighth bit (of a byte

representation) is also used for encoding additional characters common in other languages such

as Latin and its derivatives. If a byte is used to represent characters, plain ASCII characters

would have a 0 in the most significant bit, while a 1 in that position is used to represent the

extended ASCII.

[007] A plain ASCII data stream is an ordered sequence of plain ASCII codes, with each code

representing a corresponding character. In other words, the ordered sequence of characters is

represented as a corresponding plain ASCII data stream, with each character having a

corresponding position in the ordered sequence.

[008] There may be a need to further encode such plain ASCII data streams, for example, to

obtain better compression, etc. Aspects of the present disclosure provide for such encoding

techniques, as described below.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[009] Example embodiments of the present disclosure will be described with reference to the

accompanying drawings briefly described below.

[010] Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating the details of a digital processing system in which

various aspects of the present disclosure are operative by execution of appropriate executable

modules.



[Oil] Figure 2 is a flow chart illustrating the manner in which encoding of plain ASCII data

streams is performed, according to an aspect of the present disclosure.

[012] Figure 3A is a diagram of an example plain ASCII data file showing (source) contents

prior to encoding, in an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[013] Figure 3B is a diagram of an output file showing the encoded contents, in an embodiment

of the present disclosure.

[014] Figure 4A is a diagram of an example plain ASCII data file showing contents prior to

encoding, in an alternative embodiment.

[015] Figure 4B is a diagram of an output file showing contents after encoding, in an alternative

embodiment.

[016] Figure 5 is a block diagram showing a digital processing system for encoding plain ASCII

data stream in another embodiment of the present disclosure.

[017] In the drawings, like reference numbers generally indicate identical, functionally similar,

and/or structurally similar elements. The drawing in which an element first appears is indicated

by the leftmost digit(s) in the corresponding reference number.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments of the Disclosure

[018] 1. Overview

[019] According to an aspect of the present disclosure, a pair of adjacent characters in a plain

ASCII data stream is examined for a condition that the pair contains a consonant followed by

one of a set of characters, or a vowel followed by one of the set of characters. The set of

characters is selected only from vowels and the space character. If the condition is satisfied, the

pair is encoded as a corresponding extended ASCII code. If the condition is not satisfied, the first

character of the pair is emitted as a corresponding plain ASCII code, and a next pair is formed

with the second character of the (previous) pair as the first character and a next character of the

plain ASCII stream as the second character. The next pair as well as further pairs are examined

for the condition and correspondingly processed. Compression of the plain ASCII data stream is

thereby achieved.

[020] In an embodiment, the set of characters contains only five vowels. In another embodiment,

the set of characters contains four vowels and the space character.

[021] According to yet another aspect, a plain ASCII stream encoded using extended ASCII

characters, is further compressed to generate a further compressed representation of the plain

ASCII data stream.

[022] According to an aspect of the present disclosure, there is provided a digital processing

system for encoding plain ASCII data stream, comprising: a receiving unit configured to receive

a stream of characters, with each character being represented as a corresponding plain ASCII



code; a selecting unit configured to select a pair of adjacent characters in said stream; an

examining unit configured to examine said pair for a condition of said pair containing a

consonant followed by one of a set of characters, or a vowel followed by one of said set of

characters, wherein said set of characters is selected only from vowels and the space character;

an emitting and forming unit configured to, if said condition is satisfied, emit a corresponding

extended ASCII code in place of said pair, and form said pair for a next iteration as the next two

characters of said stream, and if said condition is not satisfied, emit the first character of said pair

in the form of a corresponding plain ASCII code, and form said pair for said next iteration with

the second character of the pair as the first character and a next character of said stream as the

second character; wherein the examining unit and the emitting and forming unit perform said

next iteration of said examining and said emitting using the formed pair.

[023] According to yet another aspect, said set of characters may comprise only five characters.

[024] According to yet another aspect, said set of characters may comprise only vowels in one of

upper and lower cases.

[025] According to yet another aspect, said set of characters may comprise four vowels and said

space character.

[026] According to yet another aspect, said four vowels comprise a, e, i, and o.

[027] According to yet another aspect, the digital processing system may further comprise a

processing unit configured to process said emitted codes by a compression approach to generate

a further compressed representation of said stream of characters.

[028] According to an aspect of the present disclosure, there is provided an apparatus for

encoding plain ASCII data streams, comprising: means for receiving a stream of characters, with

each character being represented as a corresponding plain ASCII code; means for selecting a pair

of adjacent characters in said stream; means for examining said pair for a condition of said pair

containing a consonant followed by one of a set of characters, or a vowel followed by one of said

set of characters, wherein said set of characters is selected only from vowels and the space

character; means for, if said condition is satisfied, emitting a corresponding extended ASCII

code in place of said pair, and forming said pair for a next iteration as the next two characters of

said stream; means for, if said condition is not satisfied, emitting the first character of said pair in

the form of a corresponding plain ASCII code, and forming said pair for said next iteration with

the second character of the pair as the first character and a next character of said stream as the

second character; and means for performing said next iteration of said examining and said

emitting using the formed pair.

[029] According to yet another aspect, said set of characters may comprise only five characters.

[030] According to yet another aspect, said set of characters may comprise only vowels in one of



upper and lower cases.

[031] According to yet another aspect, wherein said set of characters may comprise four vowels

and said space character.

[032] According to yet another aspect, wherein said four vowels comprise a, e, i, and o.

[033] According to yet another aspect, the apparatus further comprising means for processing

said emitted codes by a compression approach to generate a further compressed representation of

said stream of characters.

[034] Several aspects of the present disclosure are described below with reference to examples

for illustration. However, one skilled in the relevant art will recognize that the disclosure can be

practiced without one or more of the specific details or with other methods, components,

materials and so forth. In other instances, well-known structures, materials, or operations are not

shown in detail to avoid obscuring the features of the disclosure. Furthermore, the

features/aspects described can be practiced in various combinations, though only some of the

combinations are described herein for conciseness.

[035] 2. Digital Processing System

[036] Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating the details of digital processing system 100 in

which various aspects of the present disclosure are operative by execution of appropriate

executable modules. Digital processing system 100 may contain one or more processors such as

a central processing unit (CPU) 110, random access memory (RAM) 120, secondary memory

130, graphics controller 160, display unit 170, network interface 180, and input interface 190.

All the components except display unit 170 may communicate with each other over

communication path 150, which may contain several buses as is well known in the relevant arts.

The blocks of Figure 1 are described below in further detail.

[037] CPU 110 may execute instructions stored in RAM 120 to provide several features of the

present disclosure. CPU 110 may contain multiple processing units, with each processing unit

potentially being designed for a specific task. Alternatively, CPU 110 may contain only a single

general-purpose processing unit. RAM 120 may receive instructions from secondary memory

130 using communication path 150. RAM 120 is shown currently containing software

instructions constituting shared environment 125 and user programs 126. Shared environment

125 includes operating systems, device drivers, virtual machines, etc., which provide a

(common) run time environment for execution of user programs 126.

[038] Graphics controller 160 generates display signals (e.g., in RGB format) to display unit 170

based on data/instructions received from CPU 110. Display unit 170 contains a display screen to

display the images defined by the display signals. Input interface 190 may correspond to a

keyboard and a pointing device (e.g., touch-pad, mouse) and may be used to provide inputs.



Network interface 180 provides connectivity to a network and may be used to communicate with

other systems connected to the network.

[039] Secondary memory 130 may contain hard drive 135, flash memory 136, and removable

storage drive 137. Secondary memory 130 may store the data (for example, an ASCII file sought

to be encoded according to various aspects of the present disclosure) and software instructions

(for implementing the steps of Figure 2, described below), which enable digital processing

system 100 to provide several features in accordance with the present disclosure. The

code/instructions and ASCII data stored in secondary memory 130 may either be copied to RAM

120 prior to execution by CPU 110 for higher execution speeds, or may be directly executed by

CPU 110.

[040] Some or all of the data and instructions may be provided on removable storage unit 140,

and the data and instructions may be read and provided by removable storage drive 137 to CPU

110. Removable storage unit 140 may be implemented using medium and storage format

compatible with removable storage drive 137 such that removable storage drive 137 can read the

data and instructions. Thus, removable storage unit 140 includes a computer readable (storage)

medium having stored therein computer software and/or data. However, the computer (or

machine, in general) readable medium can be in other forms (e.g., non-removable, random

access, etc.).

[041] In this document, the term "computer program product" is used to generally refer to

removable storage unit 140 or hard disk installed in hard drive 135. These computer program

products are means for providing software to digital processing system 100. CPU 110 may

retrieve the software instructions, and execute the instructions to provide various features of the

present disclosure described above.

[042] The term "storage media/medium" as used herein refers to any non-transitory media that

store data and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such storage

media may comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for

example, optical disks, magnetic disks, or solid-state drives, such as storage memory 130.

Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as RAM 120. Common forms of storage media

include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid-state drive, magnetic tape, or

any other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium,

any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM,

NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge.

[043] Storage media is distinct from but may be used in conjunction with transmission media.

Transmission media participates in transferring information between storage media. For

example, transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the



wires that comprise bus 150. Transmission media can also take the form of acoustic or light

waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications.

[044] As noted above, CPU 110 executes software instructions to encode one or more plain

ASCII data streams. The contents/characters of the plain ASCII data stream may be stored (for

example, in secondary memory 130) as an ASCII text file, and may be retrieved by CPU 110 for

encoding. Alternatively, CPU 110 may receive the ASCII data stream sought to be encoded from

an external network via network interface 180, or from a user via input interface 190. The

encoded data may be stored on secondary memory 130 and/or transmitted via network interface

180. The software instructions executed for such encoding may constitute a user programs 126

or a utility within shared environment 125.

[045] The manner in which CPU 110 performs the encoding of a plain ASCII data stream is

described next in detail with respect to a flowchart.

[046] 3. Encoding of a plain ASCII Data Stream

[047] Figure 2 is a flow chart illustrating the manner in which encoding of plain ASCII data

streams is performed, according to an aspect of the present disclosure. The flowchart is described

with respect to the blocks of Figure 1, and with respect to CPU 110 in particular, merely for

illustration. However, the features can be implemented in other systems and environments also

without departing from the scope and spirit of various aspects of the present invention, as will be

apparent to one skilled in the relevant arts by reading the disclosure provided herein.

[048] In addition, some of the steps may be performed in a different sequence than that depicted

below, as suited to the specific environment, as will be apparent to one skilled in the relevant

arts. Many of such implementations are contemplated to be covered by several aspects of the

present disclosure. The flow chart begins in step 201, in which control immediately passes to

step 210.

[049] In step 210, CPU 110 receives a stream (ordered sequence) of plain ASCII characters. As

is well known in the relevant arts, the code values of plain ASCII characters lie in the range from

0 (decimal) to 127 (decimal). However, each character may be encoded as a byte (8 bits) as

noted above. Control then passes to step 220. The stream may be received from a file stored on

secondary memory 130, input interface 190 or from network interface 180.

[050] In step 220, CPU 110 selects a pair of adjacent characters contained in the stream. The first

two characters of the stream may be selected assuming the encoding is to be performed starting

from the first character. Control then passes to step 230.

[051] In step 230, CPU 110 determines if the pair contains a consonant followed by a vowel or a

vowel followed by a vowel. As is well-known, a consonant refers to a letter of an alphabet that



denotes a consonant sound. In the English alphabet, there are 2 1 lower case consonant letters -b,

c, d, f, g, h, j , k, 1, m, n, p, q, r, s, t , v, w, x, y and z, and 2 1 upper case consonant letters (B, C, D,

, F, etc.). A vowel on the other hand is a letter of the alphabet that is pronounced with an open

vocal tract. In the English alphabet, there are 5 lower case vowels - a, e, i , o and u, and 5 upper

case vowel letters - A, E, I, O and U. As is well known, each consonant (upper case and lower

case) and vowel (upper case and lower case) has a corresponding plain ASCII code.

[052] If CPU 110 determines that the pair contains a consonant followed by a vowel or a vowel

followed by a vowel, control passes to step 240. If the pair contains neither a consonant followed

by a vowel nor a vowel followed by a vowel, control passes to step 260.

[053] In step 240, CPU 110 emits a corresponding (single) extended ASCII code for the pair.

Extended ASCII codes refer to (8-bit) ASCII code values that lie in the range from 128 (decimal)

to 255 (decimal). The term 'emit' refers to 'providing as an output/result of an operation'.

[054] CPU 110 may maintain a mapping of consonant- vowel (consonant followed by a vowel)

pairs and vowel-vowel (vowel followed by a vowel) pairs, and their corresponding (unique and

single) extended ASCII codes in a memory store, for example, secondary memory 130. In

response to the determination in step 230 that the pair contains a consonant followed by a vowel

or a vowel followed by a vowel, CPU 110 may examine the mapping, and emit the extended

ASCII code. Control then passes to step 250.

[055] In step 250, CPU 110 selects the next two characters of the stream as the pair of adjacent

characters. Control then passes to step 230, and the corresponding steps of the flowchart may be

repeated.

[056] In step 260, CPU 110 emits the plain ASCII code corresponding to the first character of

the pair of adjacent characters. Control then passes to step 270.

[057] In step 270, CPU 110 forms a pair with the second character of the (previous) pair as the

first character and the next character of the stream as the second character. Control then passes to

step 230, and the corresponding steps of the flowchart may be repeated.

[058] While the flowchart of Figure 2 is depicted as being an infinite loop, in practice when CPU

110 receives an indication (e.g., end-of-file/EOF) of the end of the ASCII stream, the execution

of the steps of the flowchart ends. If the end is encountered while attempting step 250, the

output corresponding to the stream of step 210 is deemed to have been emitted in the encoded

form. On the other hand, if the end is encountered while attempting step 270, the second

character processed in step 230 is emitted.

[059] In addition, it may be observed that the approach of Figure 2 is continued irrespective of

the length of the stream, without regard to the specific patterns present in the input stream. The

encoded output is the result of processing accordingly.



[060] The processed data stream obtained as a result of the operations of the steps of the

flowchart of Figure 2 on the stream (e.g., a file) of plain ASCII characters may be stored in a

memory (e.g, secondary memory 130), and/or transmitted via a suitable transmission medium

(e.g., via network interface 180) to an external device. It may be appreciated that the processed

data stream may be smaller in size than the stream of plain ASCII characters itself. Thus, storage

requirements, as well as time taken to transmit a stream of plain ASCII characters, that may

otherwise be required, can be reduced.

[061] In an embodiment, CPU emits a corresponding extended ASCII code only if each

character of the consonant-vowel or vowel-vowel character pair in the plain ASCII stream is a

lower-case English- language letter, not including the letter 'z' (lower case z) in the first position

of the pair. Such restriction is due to the fact that only 128 extended ASCII codes are available,

and the total number of (lower-case only) consonant-vowel and vowel-vowel combinations of

English language letters equals 130 (26 x 5 - given the total of 26 alphabets/letters and 5

vowels). With 'z' in the first position ignored, only 125 (25 x 5) extended ASCII codes are

required. However, alternative embodiments can be implemented with upper case characters (or

selective choice, for different characters) being chosen for additional encoding according to

features of the present disclosure.

[062] The combinations (with vowel in the second position) are chosen based on the observation

that several languages (such as Sanskrit, Hindi) are phonetic, in which the second character is a

vowel in many words. English language also exhibits the use of vowels in a fairly high

frequency. Accordingly at least when each character of both plain ASCII and extended ASCII is

represented by a byte, compressed representation is obtained by the encoding approaches herein.

[063] The manner in which encoding of plain ASCII data streams is performed is illustrated next

with examples.

[064] 4. Example One

[065] Figure 3A is a diagram showing a file 300, whose plain ASCII character contents are to be

encoded in the manner described above. File 300 is shown containing the sentence 'The

Restaurant at the End of the Universe', with each character represented by a byte. It is assumed

in the example that adjacent character pairs that are either lower case consonant-vowel

(consonant followed by vowel) pairs or lower case vowel-vowel (vowel followed by vowel)

pairs only (and further not including 'z' in the first position of the pair) are to be encoded by

corresponding extended ASCII codes.

[066] The table in Appendix A below shows an example mapping between lower case

consonant-vowel and lower case vowel-vowel pairs and the corresponding extended ASCII code

they are to be encoded as. Thus, for example, the lower case vowel-vowel pair 'aa' is to be



encoded as extended ASCII code 128, the lower case consonant-vowel pair 'ba' is to be encoded

as extended ASCII code 129, etc. The symbols (that appear when printed) corresponding to the

extended ASCII codes are shown in column three of the table in Appendix A, and are according

to ISO 8859-1 and Microsoft® Windows Latin-1 increased characters. The table shown in

Appendix A may be stored in secondary memory 130.

[067] CPU 110 receives the plain ASCII data stream represented by the sentence 'The

Restaurant at the End of the Universe', and processes the stream in the manner described above

with respect to the flowchart of Figure 2. Referring to Figure 3A, character pairs represented by

markers 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307 and 308 are either lower case consonant-vowel pairs

or lower case vowel-vowel pairs. Accordingly, CPU 110 emits (step 240) the corresponding

extended ASCII code shown in the table of Appendix A. For example, CPU 110 encodes the pair

'he' (indicated by marker 301) as extended ASCII code 160 (decimal), which appears as a non

breaking space character when printed, as may be observed from Figure 3B. Similarly, CPU 110

encodes the pair 'ni' (indicated by marker 306) as extended ASCII code 191 (decimal), which

appears as character when printed, as also may be observed from Figure 3B. CPU 110 operates

iteratively (step 250) to identify and encode other pairs correspondingly.

[068] When the pair of adjacent characters selected is neither a lower case consonant-vowel pair

nor a lower case vowel- vowel pair, CPU 110 operates as described in steps 260 and 270 of the

flowchart of Figure 2, as may be observed from Figure 3B. File 350 of Figure 3B is an example

output file (created by CPU 110) that stores the sentence 'T Res"u'nt at t End of t U£®r«' after

encoding of the contents of file 300 according to the flowchart of Figure 2 and the mapping of

the table of Appendix A. It may be observed that the character pairs represented by markers 301

through 308 are shown replaced by the symbol corresponding to the encoded extended ASCII

code, while the other characters are retained as is.

[069] Appendix B shows the contents of a plain ASCII text file Hitch. txt of size 1,482 bytes.

Contents of file Hitch-encoded.txt, obtained by encoding file Hitch.txt according to the example

described above, is listed in Appendix C, and is of size 1,273 bytes, which represents a

compression ratio (uncompressed size/compressed size) of about 1.164. It is noted that, in

general, the compression ratio obtained according to the techniques described above may

increase with increase in size of the plain ASCII stream/file.

[070] It may be appreciated that the substitution of a single 8-bit extended ASCII code for a pair

of 8-bit plain ASCII codes results in a compressed representation of the plain ASCII data stream.

[071] There are often situations when the space character (ASCII code - 32 decimal) occurs more

frequently than at least one of the vowels (e.g., character 'u'). Based on such an observation, in

another embodiment of the present disclosure, character pairs with either a space or one of the



four vowels (say a, e, i, and o) in the second position (following a consonant or a vowel) are

selected to be encoded as extended ASCII codes. Thus, as illustrated in the following example,

CPU 110 selects character pairs that are lower case consonant- space pairs, lower case consonant-

one of the 4 vowels pairs, lower case vowel-space pairs or lower case vowel-one of the four

vowels pairs (and again ignoring 'z' in the first position) for encoding as corresponding extended

ASCII codes.

[072] 5. Example Two

[073] Figure 4A is a diagram showing a file 400, whose plain ASCII character contents are to be

encoded. File 400 is shown containing the sentence 'The Restaurant at the End of the Universe'.

The table in Appendix D below shows an example mapping between character pairs and the

corresponding extended ASCII code they are to be encoded as. It is assumed in the example that

lower case 'u' is to be ignored when occurring in the second position of a pair. However, in other

embodiments a different vowel may be ignored when occurring in the second position of the

pair. Also lower case 'z' is not considered for the mapping due to the availability of only 128

extended ASCII codes, as also noted above. The mapping of the table in Appendix D is identical

to that of the table in Appendix A except for the consonant-space and vowel-space pairs

(extended ASCII codes 228 to 252). The table shown in Appendix D may be stored in secondary

memory 130.

[074] CPU 110 receives the plain ASCII data stream represented by the sentence 'The

Restaurant at the End of the Universe', and processes the stream in the manner described above

with respect to the flowchart of Figure 2. Referring to Figure 4A, CPU 110 encodes character

pairs represented by markers 401 through 412 as the corresponding extended ASCII code shown

in the table of Appendix D. For example, CPU 110 encodes the pairs 'tSPACE' (indicated by

markers 404 and 405) as extended ASCII code 247 (decimal), which appear as character '÷'

when printed, as may be observed from Figure 4B. CPU 110 operates iteratively (step 250) to

identify and encode other pairs correspondingly.

[075] When the pair of adjacent characters selected is none of a lower case consonant- vowel

pair, a lower case consonant-space pair, a lower case vowel-space pair and a lower case vowel-

vowel pair, CPU 110 operates as described in steps 260 and 270 of the flowchart of Figure 2, as

may be observed from Figure 4B. File 450 of Figure 4B is an example output file (created by

CPU 110) that stores the sentence 'T Res"u'n÷a÷t Encoet U r«' after encoding of the contents

of file 400 according to the flowchart of Figure 2 and the mapping of the table of Appendix D. It

may be observed that file 450 has a smaller size than file 400. File 450 may be further

compressed using compression utilities such as those noted above.

[076] Thus, in general, CPU 110 examines a selected pair of adjacent characters pair for a



condition that the pair contains a consonant followed by one of a set of characters, or a vowel

followed by one of the set of characters. The set of characters is selected only from vowels and

the space character.

[077] In general, the choice of the type of combinations of plain ASCII characters (consonant

followed by vowel, vowel followed by vowel, consonant followed by space, vowel followed by

space, whether lower case or upper case, etc., to be encoded as extended ASCII codes may be

determined by the number of extended ASCII codes available (which is restricted to 128) and/or

considerations such as frequency of occurrence of the specific combinations, etc.

[078] An encoded outputs according to the approaches may be further compressed using well-

known techniques and/or using compression programs such as WinZip, 7-Zip, etc. (with

techniques such as Huffman Coding being employed). It should be appreciated that due to

operation based on input streams with different set of symbols (compared to plain ASCII) and

fewer characters, a correspondingly different level of compression would be obtained, as will be

apparent to a skilled practitioner.

[079] Figure 5 is a block diagram showing a digital processing system 500 for encoding plain

ASCII data stream in an embodiment of the present disclosure. The blocks of the digital

processing system 500 may be implemented by hardware, software, or a combination of

hardware and software to carry out the principles of the invention. It is understood by persons of

skill in the art that the blocks described in Figure 5 may be combined or separated into sub-

blocks to implement the principles of the invention as described above. Therefore, the

description herein may support any possible combination or separation or further definition of

the functional blocks described herein.

[080] As shown in Fig.5, the digital processing system 500 may comprise a receiving unit 501, a

selecting unit 503, an examining unit 505, an emitting and forming unit 507. The receiving unit

501 may be configured to receive a stream of characters, with each character being represented

as a corresponding plain ASCII code. The selecting unit 503 may be configured to select a pair

of adjacent characters in said stream. The examining unit 505 may be configured to examine said

pair for a condition of said pair containing a consonant followed by one of a set of characters, or

a vowel followed by one of said set of characters, wherein said set of characters is selected only

from vowels and the space character. The emitting and forming unit 507 may be configured to, if

said condition is satisfied, emit a corresponding extended ASCII code in place of said pair, and

form said pair for a next iteration as the next two characters of said stream, and if said condition

is not satisfied, emit the first character of said pair in the form of a corresponding plain ASCII

code, and form said pair for said next iteration with the second character of the pair as the first

character and a next character of said stream as the second character. The examining unit 505



and the emitting and forming unit 507 perform said next iteration of said examining and said

emitting using the formed pair.

[081] In one embodiment, said set of characters may comprise only five characters.

[082] In one embodiment, said set of characters may comprise only vowels in one of upper and

lower cases.

[083] In one embodiment, wherein said set of characters may comprise four vowels and said

space character.

[084] In one embodiment, wherein said four vowels comprise a, e, i , and o.

[085] In one embodiment, the digital processing system 500 may further comprise a processing

unit 509. The processing unit 509 may be configured to process said emitted codes by a

compression approach to generate a further compressed representation of said stream of

characters.

[086] Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment", "an embodiment", or

similar language means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in

connection with the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the present

disclosure. Thus, appearances of the phrases "in one embodiment", "in an embodiment" and

similar language throughout this specification may, but do not necessarily, all refer to the same

embodiment.

[087] Furthermore, the described features, structures, or characteristics of the disclosure may be

combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments. In the above description,

numerous specific details are provided such as examples of programming, software modules,

user selections, network transactions, database queries, database structures, hardware modules,

hardware circuits, hardware chips, etc., to provide a thorough understanding of embodiments of

the disclosure.

[088] 6. Conclusion

[089] While various embodiments of the present disclosure have been described above, it should

be understood that they have been presented by way of example only, and not limitation. Thus,

the breadth and scope of the present disclosure should not be limited by any of the above-

described exemplary embodiments, but should be defined only in accordance with the following

claims and their equivalents.

[090] It should be understood that the figures and/or screen shots illustrated in the attachments

highlighting the functionality and advantages of the present disclosure are presented for example

purposes only. The present disclosure is sufficiently flexible and configurable, such that it may

be utilized in ways other than that shown in the accompanying figures.



[091] Further, the purpose of the following Abstract is to enable the Patent Office and the public

generally, and especially the scientists, engineers and practitioners in the art who are not familiar

with patent or legal terms or phraseology, to determine quickly from a cursory inspection the

nature and essence of the technical disclosure of the application. The Abstract is not intended to

be limiting as to the scope of the present disclosure in any way.









Appendix B

Douglas Adams

The Restaurant at the End of the Universe

Douglas Adams The Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy

Douglas Adams The Restaurant at the End of the Universe

Douglas Adams Life, the Universe, and Everything

Douglas Adams So long, and thanks for all the fish

To Jane and James

with many thanks

to Geoffrey Perkins for achieving the Improbable

to Paddy Kingsland, Lisa Braun and Alick Hale Munro for helping

him

to John Lloyd for his help with the original Milliways script

to Simon Brett for starting the whole thing off

to the Paul Simon album One Trick Pony which I played incessantly

while writing this book. Five years is far too long

And with very special thanks to Jacqui Graham for infinite

patience, kindness and food in adversity



There is a theory which states that if ever anyone discovers

exactly what the Universe is for and why it is here, it will

instantly disappear and be replaced by something even more

bizarre and inexplicable.

There is another theory which states that this has already

happened.
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What is Claimed Is:

1. A method of encoding plain ASCII data streams, said method being performed in a

digital processing system, said method comprising:

receiving a stream of characters, with each character being represented as a

corresponding plain ASCII code;

selecting a pair of adjacent characters in said stream;

examining said pair for a condition of said pair containing a consonant followed by one

of a set of characters, or a vowel followed by one of said set of characters, wherein said set of

characters is selected only from vowels and the space character;

if said condition is satisfied, emitting a corresponding extended ASCII code in place of

said pair, and forming said pair for a next iteration as the next two characters of said stream;

if said condition is not satisfied, emitting the first character of said pair in the form of a

corresponding plain ASCII code, and forming said pair for said next iteration with the second

character of the pair as the first character and a next character of said stream as the second

character; and

performing said next iteration of said examining and said emitting using the formed pair.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said set of characters comprises only five characters.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein said set of characters comprises only vowels in one of

upper and lower cases.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein said set of characters comprises four vowels and said

space character.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein said four vowels comprise a, e, i , and o.

6. The method of any one of the claims 1 to 5, further comprising processing said emitted

codes by a compression approach to generate a further compressed representation of said stream

of characters.

7. A digital processing system comprising:

a processor;

a random access memory (RAM);

a machine readable medium to store one or more instructions, which when retrieved into



said RAM and executed by said processor causes said digital processing system to process a

stream of characters, said digital processing system performing the actions of:

receiving said stream of characters, with each character being represented as a

corresponding plain ASCII code;

selecting a pair of adjacent characters in said stream;

examining said pair for a condition of said pair containing a consonant followed

by one of a set of characters, or a vowel followed by one of said set of characters,

wherein said set of characters is selected only from vowels and the space character;

if said condition is satisfied, emitting a corresponding extended ASCII code in

place of said pair, and forming said pair for a next iteration as the next two characters of

said stream;

if said condition is not satisfied, emitting the first character of said pair in the

form of a corresponding plain ASCII code, and forming said pair for said next iteration

with the second character of the pair as the first character and a next character of said

stream as the second character; and

performing said next iteration of said examining and said emitting using the

formed pair.

8. The digital processing system of claim 7, wherein said set of characters comprises only

five characters.

9. The digital processing system of claim 8, wherein said set of characters comprises only

vowels in one of upper and lower cases.

10. The digital processing system of claim 8, wherein said set of characters comprises

four vowels and said space character.

11. The digital processing system of claim 10, wherein said four vowels comprise a, e, i ,

and o.

12. The digital processing system of any of claims 7 to 11, further comprising processing

said emitted codes by a compression approach to generate a further compressed representation of

said stream of characters.

13. A non-transitory machine readable medium storing one or more sequences of



instructions for enabling a digital processing system to process a stream of characters, wherein

execution of said one or more instructions by one or more processors contained in said digital

processing system enables said digital processing system to perform the actions of:

receiving said stream of characters, with each character being represented as a

corresponding plain ASCII code;

selecting a pair of adjacent characters in said stream;

examining said pair for a condition of said pair containing a consonant followed by one

of a set of characters, or a vowel followed by one of said set of characters, wherein said set of

characters is selected only from vowels and the space character;

if said condition is satisfied, emitting a corresponding extended ASCII code in place of

said pair, and forming said pair for a next iteration as the next two characters of said stream;

if said condition is not satisfied, emitting the first character of said pair in the form of a

corresponding plain ASCII code, and forming said pair for said next iteration with the second

character of the pair as the first character and a next character of said stream as the second

character; and

performing said next iteration of said examining and said emitting using the formed pair.

14. The non-transitory machine readable medium of claim 13, wherein said set of

characters comprises only five characters.

15. The non-transitory machine readable medium of claim 14, wherein said set of

characters comprises only vowels in one of upper and lower cases.

16. The non-transitory machine readable medium of claim 14, wherein said set of

characters comprises four vowels and said space character.

17. The non-transitory machine readable medium of claim 16, wherein said four vowels

comprise a, e, i , and o.

18. The non-transitory machine readable medium of any of claims 13 to 17, further

comprising instructions for processing said emitted codes by a compression approach to generate

a further compressed representation of said stream of characters.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 28 May 2015 (28.05.2015)

What is Claimed Is:

1. A method of encoding plain ASCII data streams, said method being performed in a

digital processing system, said method comprising:

receiving a stream of characters sought to be encoded as an encoded content, with each

character being represented as a corresponding plain ASCII code;

selecting a pair of adjacent characters in said stream;

examining said pair for a condition of said pair containing a consonant followed by one

of a set of characters, or a vowel followed by one of said set of characters, wherein said set of

characters is selected only from vowels and the space character;

if said condition is satisfied, emitting a corresponding extended ASCII code for said pair

into said encoded content, and forming said pair for a next iteration as the next two characters of

said stream;

if said condition is not satisfied, emitting the first character of said pair in the form of a

corresponding plain ASCII code into said encoded content, and forming said pair for said next

iteration with the second character of the pair as the first character and a next character of said

stream of characters as the second character; and

performing said next iteration of said examining and said emitting using the formed pair

until all of said stream of characters are encoded in said encoded content.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said set of characters comprises only five characters.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein said set of characters comprises only vowels in one of

upper and lower cases.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein said set of characters comprises four vowels and said

space character.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein said four vowels comprise a, e, i , and o.

6. The method of any one of the claims 1 to 5, further comprising processing said emitted

codes by a compression approach to generate a further compressed representation of said stream

of characters.

7. A digital processing system comprising:

a processor;



a random access memory (RAM);

a machine readable medium to store one or more instructions, which when retrieved into

said RAM and executed by said processor causes said digital processing system to process a

stream of characters, said digital processing system performing the actions of:

receiving said stream of characters sought to be encoded as an encoded content,

with each character being represented as a corresponding plain ASCII code;

selecting a pair of adjacent characters in said stream;

examining said pair for a condition of said pair containing a consonant followed

by one of a set of characters, or a vowel followed by one of said set of characters,

wherein said set of characters is selected only from vowels and the space character;

if said condition is satisfied, emitting a corresponding extended ASCII code for

said pair into said encoded content, and forming said pair for a next iteration as the next

two characters of said stream;

if said condition is not satisfied, emitting the first character of said pair in the

form of a corresponding plain ASCII code into said encoded content, and forming said

pair for said next iteration with the second character of the pair as the first character and a

next character of said stream of characters as the second character; and

performing said next iteration of said examining and said emitting using the

formed pair until all of said stream of characters are encoded in said encoded content.

8. The digital processing system of claim 7, wherein said set of characters comprises only

five characters.

9. The digital processing system of claim 8, wherein said set of characters comprises only

vowels in one of upper and lower cases.

10. The digital processing system of claim 8, wherein said set of characters comprises

four vowels and said space character.

11. The digital processing system of claim 10, wherein said four vowels comprise a, e, i ,

and o.

12. The digital processing system of any of claims 7 to 11, further comprising processing

said emitted codes by a compression approach to generate a further compressed representation of

said stream of characters.

13. A non-transitory machine readable medium storing one or more sequences of

instructions for enabling a digital processing system to process a stream of characters, wherein



execution of said one or more instructions by one or more processors contained in said digital

processing system enables said digital processing system to perform the actions of:

receiving said stream of characters, with each character being represented as a

corresponding plain ASCII code, said stream of characters being sought to be encoded as an

encoded content;

selecting a pair of adjacent characters in said stream;

examining said pair for a condition of said pair containing a consonant followed by one

of a set of characters, or a vowel followed by one of said set of characters, wherein said set of

characters is selected only from vowels and the space character;

if said condition is satisfied, emitting a corresponding extended ASCII code for said pair

into said encoded content, and forming said pair for a next iteration as the next two characters of

said stream;

if said condition is not satisfied, emitting the first character of said pair in the form of a

corresponding plain ASCII code into said encoded content, and forming said pair for said next

iteration with the second character of the pair as the first character and a next character of said

stream of characters as the second character; and

performing said next iteration of said examining and said emitting using the formed pair

until all of said stream of characters are encoded in said encoded content.

14. The non-transitory machine readable medium of claim 13, wherein said set of

characters comprises only five characters.

15. The non-transitory machine readable medium of claim 14, wherein said set of

characters comprises only vowels in one of upper and lower cases.

16. The non-transitory machine readable medium of claim 14, wherein said set of

characters comprises four vowels and said space character.

17. The non-transitory machine readable medium of claim 16, wherein said four vowels

comprise a, e, i, and o.

18. The non-transitory machine readable medium of any of claims 13 to 17, further

comprising instructions for processing said emitted codes by a compression approach to generate

a further compressed representation of said stream of characters.



STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19 (1)

This statement clarifies that presented claims 1-18 recite an inventive step over

document Dl (US Patent Number 5999949 A to CRANDALL GARY E [US]), and

other documents cited in the International Search Report mailed on 31-March-2015

(hereafter "ISR").

Remarks are provided in comparison with the general approach of Dl and also

the specific disclosure associated with Figure 8 of Dl.

As to the general approach of Dl, it is pointed out that Dl generally relies on an

approach to encode respective 'words' as corresponding codes. As shown in Figure 1

there, 'text file 16' represents the input text sought to be encoded, while 'word index

24' represents the encoded text (with the remaining components of 'compressed text

data 18' being required for recovering the encoded words).

In sharp contrast, the approach of claim 1 is based on examination of a pair of

adjacent characters in several successive iterations. Thus in accordance with claim 1,

there is no examination of words as in Dl.



In addition, in accordance with claim 1, a single character is emitted upon

examination of each pair, with the single character equaling the first character (a plain

ASCII code) upon no-match, or a corresponding extended ASCII code for the pair

upon a match. In sharp contrast, Dl emits either a one byte code or two bytes code.

Accordingly, the approaches of claim 1 and Dl are broadly fundamentally

different.

In respect of Figure 8 of Dl specifically relied upon in the ISR, it is noted that

the disclosure there is related to Crandall encoding, which is applied to further

compress main dictionary 20 (see Column 11 lines 14-15 of Dl). Compression of main

dictionary 20 cannot be reasonably equated to encoding of the content of 'text file 16'

of Figure 1 (since the claimed stream of characters can at best be analogized only to

text file 16). In particular, the invention of claim 1 operates to process all successive

characters of the stream of plain ASCII characters in accordance with the examination

of pairs of characters.

Now even assuming arguendo that the main dictionary (sought to be

compressed in Dl) can somehow be equated to the claimed stream of characters,

attention is directed to Figure 9 of Dl. As shown there (in particular step 110, as

following other steps 106 and 108), Crandall codes are used for encoding only

'remaining characters' after nibbles are already generated for corresponding matching

text in steps 106 and 108.

Such a technique of Figure 9 of Dl cannot be equated to the claimed feature of

checking condition always based on next two characters of the input stream of

characters, in generating the corresponding portion of encoded content.

For one or more of the above reasons, the invention of claim 1 involves an

inventive step over the references in the ISR.
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